Recursive median partitioning for virtual screening of large databases.
Recently, we have introduced the median partitioning (MP) method for diversity selection and compound classification. The MP approach utilizes property descriptors with continuous value ranges, transforms these descriptors into a binary classification scheme by determining their medians in source databases, and divides database molecules in subsequent steps into populations above or below these medians. Having previously demonstrated the usefulness of MP for the classification of molecules according to biological activity, we have now gone a step further and extended the methodology for application in virtual screening. In these calculations, a series of bait molecules having desired activity is added to large compound databases, and subsequent iterations or recursions are carried out to reduce the number of candidate molecules until a small number of compounds are found in partitions enriched with bait molecules. For each recursion step, descriptor combinations are identified that copartition as many active molecules as possible. Descriptor selection is facilitated by application of a genetic algorithm (GA). The recursive MP approach (RMP) has been applied to five diverse biological activity classes in virtual screening of a database consisting of approximately 1.34 million molecules to which different types of active compounds were added. RMP analysis produced hit rates of up to 21%, dependent on the biological activity class, and led to an average approximately 3600-fold improvement over random selection for the activity classes that were used as test cases.